
COUNTY COUNCIL LOCAL COMMITTEE FOR 
BARROW

Meeting date: 5 March 2018

From: Corporate Director – Health, Care and 
Community Services

BARROW LOCAL COMMITTEE UPDATE REPORT

1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 This report provides Local Committee with an update on its work and 
agreed activity since the last meeting of the Committee

2.0 STRATEGIC PLANNING AND EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

2.1 Improved locality working is one of the ways in which the Council is 
delivering on its priorities. The work of the Local Committee directly 
contributes to all of the Council’s priorities, and in particular the 
priorities of being “a modern and efficient council” and “to enable 
communities to help shape their local services, promote health and 
wellbeing and support those in poverty.”

2.2 The development, operation and monitoring of the Council Plan 
requires a focus on the Council’s performance against the identified 
outcomes, increasingly understood through localities. Barrow Area 
Plan sets out three targeted priorities for the area, which are Health and 
Well-Being, Education and Skills, and Economic Development, and 
details how the Council is delivering its services in support of them.

2.3 The locally devolved funding is available for Local Committees to 
allocate within the area to support positive outcomes, targeted and 
mainstream, designed to improve outcomes for the communities of 
Barrow.  This funding can be targeted to initiate new activity or to 
enhance/complement existing provision according to locally 
determined need.

2.4 Local Committee is mindful of equality issues and duly considers that 
its actions and decisions do not result in inequality of service 
provision or exclusion from participation.  The work of Local 
Committee directly supports the Council’s wider equalities agenda

3.0 RECOMMENDATION

3.1 That Members note the updates in this report.



3.2 That Members consider the potential project to increase the facilities in 
the current main Barrow library building outlined in paragraphs 4.3 – 
4.6, and to recommend which elements of this scheme they would like 
to see prioritised.

3.3 That Local Committee note the budget position at Appendix 3
3.4 That Local Committee agrees the funding to the Money Advice Service 

as outlined in Paragraphs 4.13 – 4.17 
3.5 That Members approve £7,300 to The Well and Barrow Community 

Kitchen for start-up costs towards a Social Supermarket from the 
Community Waste Prevention Fund as outlined in paragraph 4.19

3.6 That Members approve £3,000 to Signal Film & Media for equipment 
from the Community Grants Fund as outlined in paragraph 4.20 

4.0 BACKGROUND

4.1 This report provides Members with an overview of the work of Barrow Local 
Committee since its meeting of 17 January and outlines the latest financial 
position including the committed expenditure and remaining unallocated 
resources up to 31 January 2018.
Area Working and Community Services Updates

4.2 At the end of the monthly Grants Panel, Members continue to receive 
regular updates and have an opportunity to discuss any relevant 
developments and activities.  In addition to these regular sessions, additional 
workshops and meetings are also arranged to enable Members to look at 
issues in more detail. 

4.3 At the end of the January Grants Panel meeting, and following on from 
previous discussions, Members further considered the potential project to 
develop the main library and archive building in Barrow, with a view to 
improving the existing facilities, making better use of space, and bringing 
into use areas of the building that are currently unable to be used.

4.4 This review was originally established in 2015 / 16 as a piece of work arising 
from Area Planning discussions with Local Committee at the time.  Following 
this initial request, discussions have taken place with a range of services to 
explore the potential opportunities for greater use to be made of the building, 
and studies to understand the works required have been carried out.

4.5 It has been identified that there are 9 potential elements to the project 
outlined below:
i. Bring the former Museum Room on the first floor back into use by 

creating a fire escape, improving the lift, introducing public toilets to the 
first floor and retaining limited kitchen and storage facilities.

ii. First Floor staff work room – to make this a public space, introducing a 
new fire escape to this room and additional small meeting rooms.  With 
staff relocating as per element 8.

iii. Create new meeting rooms on the first floor in the “stack.”  Develop this 
currently limited, non publically accessible space, creating a new set of 
meeting rooms on the first floor.



iv. On the Ground Floor create a large flexible room in the area of the 
current children’s library, that can be used for a range of activities such 
as community learning sessions.  (The Children’s library would then 
relocate elsewhere in the library.)

v. As with 3 above, open up the “stack” on the ground floor, creating 
additional flexible meeting rooms in this space that can be used by a 
range of services and customers.

vi. Improve the toilets on the ground floor and introduce a changing places 
toilet facility.  This will make the building more accessible for a range of 
customers.

vii. Knock through one of the existing computer suites into the archives 
workroom.  This will enable the archive to be fully integrated into the 
wider library, and improve access to the service, as the local studies 
collection and digital material will be available throughout library 
opening hours.

viii. Archives Research Room – if element 2 above were supported, staff 
would move into this space and the archives research room would 
relocate to what is currently the archives workroom.

ix. The current boiler in the library is in need of replacement and there are 
a number of other relatively minor works required such as addressing 
the glare / heat issue from the large roof lights in the main library.  If 
any work is carried out on the library building it is proposed that these 
works are completed at the same time.

4.6 Members are asked to consider the different elements of the potential 
project above and to confirm which elements of this they would like to see 
prioritised if works were to go ahead.

4.7 In addition to reviewing this potential project Members have also held a 
workshop in January looking at the potential implications of the rollout of 
Universal Credit.  Following this session it was agreed that a partnership 
working group should be set up to explore what activity could be taken 
locally to support people when this is introduced.  A further session is being 
scheduled for February / early March.

4.8 A meeting and presentation was also held to discuss Day Services, 
providing feedback to Members on this service.  As part of this discussion 
Members highlighted the benefits of locality working in relation to this and 
other services.
Barrow Libraries and Archives

4.9 From 2nd January to 9th February Barrow Library and Archive Centre 
delivered a wide range of activities including 

 27 activities, including outreach visits,
 Over 64 sessions 
 Overall these were attended by 1282 people, 633 under 19s and 645 

adults
 These were supported by 14 volunteers.

4.10 The event reports at Appendices 1 and 2 provide some more detailed 
examples of this activity.



Local Committee Budgets
4.11 The Monitoring Report is intended to summarise the most up to date position 

with regard to the Communities Budget, taking account of previous decisions 
taken by Local Committee.

4.12 The discretionary budget delegated to Local Committee is detailed in 
Appendix 3, providing the latest financial position including the committed 
expenditure and the remaining unallocated resources up to 31 January 
2018.

4.13 The 2018/19 Local Committee budget was agreed at Full Council at its 
meeting on 15th February 2018. The delegated budget lines are streamlined 
to afford Local Committees the opportunity to determine specific allocations 
in accordance with their individual Area Plans

4.14 As part of their budget setting process, Barrow Local Committee holds an 
annual workshop in order to consider the most appropriate way to allocate 
their devolved funding in line with its priorities. The proposed workshop to 
consider the 2018/19 budget allocation will be scheduled March to feed into 
the next appropriate Local Committee meeting.

4.15 In relation to one key element of this devolved budget however this timeline 
is not appropriate as the funding for the Money Advice Service needs to be 
considered prior to 31 March 2018.

4.16 Full Council agreed an earmarked amount of £57,060 as part of Barrow 
Local Committee’s delegated budget which can be used to provide at grant 
to CAB to provide debt and money advice and in particular focusing on;

 Provide support for individuals in debt to an extent where their home or 
liberty are at risk or those whose debts are seriously affecting the 
health and wellbeing of the individual/family

 Put in place preventative activity that raises awareness of how to avoid 
debt, educates people about effective budgeting and money 
management; and supports people to maximize their income

4.17 Local Committee is asked to consider whether it wishes to confirm this 
funding to CAB for the above services, and to receive annual reports 
updating on performance

Grant applications
4.18 As it has not been possible to hold the February Grants Panel meeting, 

Local Committee are asked to consider the following two grant applications.
4.19 The Well and Barrow Community Kitchen

The Well is a not-for-profit community interest company founded in 2012 by 
an ex-offender and former drug addict.  They offer a range of 
quality services which are available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. 
Support is free to members and is provided by staff and volunteers with 
'lived experience' of addiction. The team also specialises in providing 
support to people with mental health issues, offending behaviour, childhood 
trauma, learning difficulties, domestic abuse and homelessness.

https://www.thewellcommunities.co.uk/join-us-1


Barrow Community Kitchen are a voluntary, constituted organisation that 
provides free meals (using waste food donated by Morrison’s and Tesco and 
donations from members of the public) though out the week and every 
Sunday 3-5 from Roosegate. Barrow Community Kitchen is a non-
judgemental, totally inclusive, offers a free hot meal and friendship to all.
Working in partnership The Well they are looking at setting up a Social 
Supermarket . Barrow Community Kitchen are to introduce a range of 
nutritious readymade meals ‘Foden’ s Foods’. These meals will be made 
using surplus food donated through Fare Share Go scheme and will 
available to buy at a fraction of the cost of regular supermarket equivalent 
products.
Working with People Plus and drawing on support from local services in the 
store’s “hub”, they will be given help to identify the areas of their lives they 
need to work on, and then agree a roadmap to make improvements and 
kick-start positive change in their lives. These areas might be:

 Confidence-building and resilience

 Debt advice and home budgeting training

 Cooking skills, including how to cook wholesome food on a 
budget. A chef will be working in the hub every day.

 CV-writing skills and job interview practice
4.20 Signal Films and Media

Signal Films is a grassroots, community-led organisation that’s been 
operating in Barrow for nine years (incorporated as a charity in 2013). They 
receive funding through Children in Need, Sir John Fisher Foundation and 
Francis C Scott Trust.  They use their experience and understanding of the 
challenges that the town faces to work with hundreds of young people, 
providing exciting creative digital media activities that offer an alternative 
pathway for education and social development for those hardest to reach. 
The group especially focus on providing a ‘ladder of opportunity’ to engage 
young people before they slide into negative lifestyle choices and becoming 
NEET.  In 2016-17 they trained 674 young people in digital media skills, 80 
of whom gained nationally recognised qualifications.
The organisation is a small charity and therefore its resources are limited.  
They continue to raise funds to keep provisions going, whilst trying to meet 
an ever-increasing demand. The group has difficulty raising funds for the 
equipment and in order to deliver effective projects they need to keep up 
with the latest technology and ensure it is in a good state of repair.  
It is important for young people to have the latest access to digital equipment 
that's modern and up to date so they can learn and practice the latest digital 
skills that position them to enter further training, education or work. Young 
people also are keen to use equipment that they would not normally be able 
to access encouraging them to engage and thrive. The equipment is well 
used through the delivery of the projects that Signal Films deliver and 
subject to heavy use.  The organisation is applying to the Local Committee 
for funding towards new equipment which will also benefit the adult 
participants of their programmes.  The group is specifically applying for a 
new camera and sound recording equipment.



4.21 Local Committee are asked to consider the two projects above and whether 
they wish to fund these at the requested levels.

5.0 OPTIONS

5.1 Members may decide to support the recommendations outlined in this 
report, amend them and choose to commit different levels of funding within 
their delegated budget, or not to accept them

6.0 RESOURCE AND VALUE FOR MONEY IMPLICATIONS

6.1 There are no direct resource implications for Local Committee arising from 
the library building recommendation to this report. 

6.2 The Local Committee financial position for non Highways items as at the end 
of January and before the recommendations to this report is as set out in 
Appendix 3.

6.3 If Local Committee decide to agree to £57,060 funding for Money Advice 
Service, the money advice budget for 2018-19 would be fully committed 
(recommendation 3.4).  Cabinet Guidance is that the Money Advice budget 
may not be vired to other Local Committee budget areas.

6.4 If Local Committee decide to agree a grant of £7,300 to The Well and 
Barrow Community Kitchen for start-up costs towards a Social Supermarket 
there would be £1,000 remaining in the Community Waste Prevention Fund 
available for future commitment.

6.5 If Local Committee decide to agree a grant of £3,000 to Signal Film & Media 
for equipment there would be £5,386 remaining in the Community Grant 
budget allocation available for future commitment.

7.0 LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

7.1 There are no direct legal implications arising from this report.  

8.0 CONCLUSION

8.1 This report provides the Local Committee with a comprehensive update on 
its Communities budgets and related matters delegated to the Committee

Brenda Smith
Corporate Director – Health, Care and Community Services

19 February 2018

APPENDICES

Appendices 1 and 2 – Library Event Evaluations
Appendix 3 – Local Committee Budget



Electoral Divisions: All Barrow

Executive Decision Yes

Key Decision No

If a Key Decision, is the proposal published in the current Forward Plan? N/A

Is the decision exempt from call-in on grounds of urgency? No

N/AIf exempt from call-in, has the agreement of the Chair of the relevant 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee been sought or obtained?

NoHas this matter been considered by Overview and Scrutiny?
If so, give details below.

N/AHas an environmental or sustainability impact assessment been 
undertaken?

N/AHas an equality impact assessment been undertaken?

N.B. If an executive decision is made, then a decision cannot be implemented until the 
expiry of the eighth working day after the date of the meeting – unless the decision is 
urgent and exempt from call-in and necessary approvals have been obtained.

PREVIOUS RELEVANT COUNCIL OR EXECUTIVE DECISIONS

No previous relevant decisions

CONSIDERATION BY OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY

Not considered by Overview and Scrutiny

BACKGROUND PAPERS

No background papers
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